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Introduction 
 
Seems that you're new to the blockchain technology. With this guidelines you will discover some first glimpse of knowledge 
at the Crypto frontiers. 

This guidelines will gradually teach you the basics of Crypto operations, from registering at AnglVerse, to DEX ANGLS 
trading and liquidity pools distribution. 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First Steps at AnglVerse: Step 1, Creating Account 

Angl is not just an application for accessing the AnglVerse pocket dimension, but also 
an online wallet that works with AnglVerse-supported blockchains and assets. It 
seamlessly bridges the Cryptonomics economy values to other financial systems 
present in the modern world. 

To start using Angl, you don't need to download or install any additional software. 
Angl.app is accessible directly from your mobile phone browser.  

Simply visit the angl.app/register page to create your account. 

On the registration page, you can swipe through different characters to select your 
avatar. Please fill in all the required fields to proceed to the next step. 

 

 

http://angl.app/register


First Steps at AnglVerse: Step 2, Purse Activation 

Once you have completed the in-game tutorial, you will be directed to the Purse 
Activation screen. 

Your Master's Purse is a fully functional online custodial blockchain wallet powered by 
Binance Smartchain. Currently, angl.app supports three currencies on the Binance 
Smartchain: Angl Shards (ANGLS), Binance USD (BUSD), and Binance Coin (BNB). 
You can view your wallet's address (golden 0x… field) and balances of these 
currencies on this screen. To copy your address just tap on it. 

Please note that there are certain limitations on non-BNB token operations on the 
Binance Smartchain, including transactions involving ANGLS and BUSD. In order to 
perform any transactions with these tokens, you will need to have a small amount of 
BNB in your wallet to cover the gas fees. The current minimum BNB gas fee deposit is 
0.001 BNB, which is equivalent to approximately 0.31 USD. 

I have designed the AnglVerse engine to automatically control, exchange and 
replenish your BNB gas deposit during ANGLS or BUSD operations in-game. This 
way, you can pay your gas fees not only in BNB, but in the same currency that you are 
performing transaction. 

To proceed further, you will need to place at least 0.001 BNB in your wallet as a 
refundable gas deposit. This will enable you to perform transactions involving ANGLS 
and BUSD tokens seamlessly within the AnglVerse ecosystem. 

 

 



First Steps at AnglVerse: Step 3, Looking for BNB exchange 

If you have no other BNB supplies or suppliers, the only way to obtain some Binance 
coins at this step is to buy them for cash at any exchange. 

As you gain more experience with cryptocurrency, you may find some preferred 
exchanges for performing desired operations. 

However, for your first time, it's better and safer to use a crypto exchange aggregator 
service, like BestChange, to find cash-to-token exchanges that will meet your 
requirements. These services track exchange reputation by collecting real reviews 
and help avoid unfair trades or scam situations. 

Here are some preferred methods of Cash to BNB exchange: 

Visa/MasterCard USD to BNB  

Visa/MasterCard RUB to BNB   

When choosing an exchange on this website, please look carefully at the reviews, 
minimum trade amount, and exchange rate fields. Select the best option and proceed 
to the exchange service. 

 

NOTICE: Use suggested services at your own risk!  
Sir GoldenStern may not take the responsibility for your actions or third-party services. 

 

https://www.bestchange.com/visa-mastercard-usd-to-binance-coin.html?p=1283112
https://www.bestchange.com/visa-mastercard-rub-to-binance-coin.html?p=1283112


First Steps at AnglVerse: Step 4, Buying BNB at exchange 

Modern cryptocurrency exchanges are designed to be intuitive and straightforward to 
use. To buy BNB, follow these simple steps: 

Check that the input and output currencies selected are correct, and verify the 
amounts you will pay and receive. 

Fill out any other required fields, which typically include your credentials and the target 
wallet address. 

Copy and paste your Master's Purse address into the designated field. This ensures 
that the purchased coins will be deposited directly into your game wallet. 

Initiate the exchange and follow the service instructions on how to send your cash. 

Wait for your BNB to arrive in your Purse, click «Activate Purse» button, and proceed 
to the next step. 

 

 
NOTICE: Remember that AnglVerse only supports BNB BEP-20 (not BEP-2) 
blockchain. 

NOTICE: Use suggested services at your own risk!  
Sir GoldenStern may not take the responsibility for your actions or third-party services. 

 

 

 

 



First Steps at AnglVerse: Step 5, GoldenState Special 

Did you know that the stability of Angl Shard (ANGLS) stablecoin is fully backed by 
other stable crypto assets? 

This means you can mint new Angl Shard from GSCB Mint Reserve using BUSD, and 
GSCB is always ready to buy back any amount of circulating Angl Shard supply for 
BUSD from its GSCB Buyback Reserve. 

On this screen you can see the GoldenStern Central Bank Special Mint Offer. Only 
once upon creating a new account you can Mint fixed amount of ANGLS with a 5% 
FREE bonus (this is 8% more than regular GSCB exchange rate and fees). 

While you can skip this step and proceed directly to AnglVerse without buying any 
ANGLS, I recommend claiming the GSCB Special Mint Offer for maximum benefits. 

To do so, let’s buy some BUSD. 

 



First Steps at AnglVerse: Step 6, Looking for BUSD exchange 

The process of buying BUSD is the same as for BNB.  

At first, look for the best exchange offer, check reviews, rate and limits, then proceed 
to exchange. 

Here are some preferred methods of Cash to BUSD exchange: 

Visa/MasterCard USD to BUSD  

Visa/MasterCard RUB to BUSD   

 
 

 

 
 
 
 

 

NOTICE: Use suggested services at your own risk!  
Sir GoldenStern may not take the responsibility for your actions or third-party services. 

 

https://www.bestchange.com/visa-mastercard-usd-to-busd.html?p=1283112
https://www.bestchange.com/visa-mastercard-rub-to-busd.html?p=1283112


First Steps at AnglVerse: Step 7, Buying BUSD at exchange 

The process of buying BUSD at AnglVerse is similar to that of purchasing BNB. To buy 
BUSD, follow these steps: 

Check that the input and output currencies selected are correct, and verify the 
amounts you will pay and receive. 

Fill out any other required fields, which typically include your credentials and the target 
wallet address. 

Copy and paste your Master's Purse address into the designated field. This ensures 
that the purchased coins will be deposited directly into your game wallet. 

Initiate the exchange and follow the service instructions on how to send your cash. 

Wait for your BUSD to arrive in your Purse. 

After your BUSD arrives, you can select the desired amount of ANGLS to mint. 
Precalculate the transaction GAS and apply it to be redirected into AnglVerse. Your 
first ANGLS will arrive shortly. 

NOTICE: Remember that AnglVerse only supports BNB BEP-20 (not BEP-2) 
blockchain. 

NOTICE: Use suggested services at your own risk!  
Sir GoldenStern may not take the responsibility for your actions or third-party services. 

 

 

 

 





Pet your first Eidol: Step 1, Introduction 

Now that you have some Coins in your Master's Purse, let's proceed with acquiring 
your first Eidol. 

Eidols possess and increase their Cryptonomics Value every Aeon, based on their 
Yield/Risk ratio. High-risk Eidols may experience a loss in value, while more modest 
Eidol may not yield as much as others. 

AnglVerse Masters maintain control over their Eidol’s Yield/Risk through the Angl.app. 
At any moment, a Master can "Pop" their Eidol, converting it into Coins and 
permanently losing the Eidol. In return, the Master receives the Eidol's entire Value in 
Angl Shards (ANGLS). 

This features allows Masters who manage their Eidol wisely to grow their funds and 
earn a basic income from the circulation of Eidol Value in Cryptonomics. 

New Eidol hatch from Eidol eggs, which can be purchased at the Mage Shop. 

I will meet you there to continue your study... 



Pet your first Eidol: Step 2, Buying An Egg 

Welcome to the Mage Shop, the primary marketplace in AnglVerse. Here, you can 
purchase Eidol eggs and other useful items, subject to availability. 

Our objective now is to acquire the Common Tiny Basic Egg, which is the smallest 
and most affordable Eidol egg available for purchase. 

Assuming you have completed all the previous steps correctly, you should have 
enough ANGLS in your Purse to buy the Common Tiny Basic Egg. 

The cost of each egg consists of the Hatchling Value, which determines the initial 
value of your Eidol, and the Item Cost, a dynamic shop fee based on the 
Cryptonomics Green Mining Pool Value. 

Ensure that the Common Tiny Basic Egg is selected in the Mage Shop and click on 
"Precalculate transaction GAS" to determine the amount of GAS required for this 
transaction. Then, click on "Apply transaction" to finalize your purchase. 

Wait for the transaction to be confirmed, and once confirmed, you can proceed to 
manage your Eidol. 



Pet your first Eidol: Step 3, Hatching an Egg 

Once your transaction has been confirmed, click on the "Manage Eidol" button to 
access the Eidol Management screen. 

Lightly tap on the screen to view the complete Eidol data. In the top left corner, you 
can see the current Eidol Value and Traits. In the bottom left corner, you can also see 
the Eidol's XP and level. 

You can adjust the desired Yield/Risk by swiping the screen up or down. 

Since the Egg has no traits before hatching, it is recommended to leave the Yield/Risk 
at 0 and allow the Eidol to evolve slowly. However, for a Common Egg, this process 
will take 24 hours. 

If you wish to speed up the hatching process at the cost of some coins, you can set 
the Egg's Yield/Risk to a minimum of 1%. This will result in a faster hatching of your 
Eidol. 

Now, let's patiently wait for your Egg to hatch as we proceed to the next step... 

 



Pet your first Eidol: Step 4, Managing your Eidol 

Now your Eidol have been hatched, and ready to live it’s life in Cryptonomics. 

Manage your Risk wisely, visit GoldenState Forum to observe chart of AnglVerse 
Green Mining Pool and better understand market. Take your time to analyze actions 
and achieve prosperity. 
 
Keep an eye on your Yield/Risk: if they are lit red and your stakes are burning, then 
the Yield/Risk is either too high or too low. The arrow next to the Yield/Risk indicates 
where the AnglVerse market is moving, look for new values in the indicated direction. 

From this screen, you also have the options to "Pop" or "Transmute" your Eidol 
(available at level 11).  
 
You should use "Pop" carefully, because this process will evape your Eidol forever, but 
return Eidol’s value to your wallet in coin. 

«Transmute» increases the rarity of your Eidol, and improves its stats by a random 
amount. 
 

 

 

https://angl.app/forum


 

 

 


